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majors course, in order to improve
nonmajors' attitudes toward biology?
We believe that the answer is yes, but
not at the expense of content integrity.
The content is far too importantin the
development of a more comprehensive understanding of biology. Besides, an increasingly scientific and
technologic society demands that students be "scientifically"literate in order to make important and informed
future choices (Kormondy 1985). A
maintenanceof content integrity does
not, however, precludeus from listening to and addressing the concerns,
attitudes, beliefs and interests of nonmajorstudents.

That science instructorsshould consider nonmajors' interests was also
recognizedby Harmsand Yager(1981)
when they established four criticalareas of instructionrelated to the development of scientific literacy. These
four areas were: (1) academicpreparation [content integrity]; (2) personal
relevance; (3) societal issues; and (4)
careerawareness. Indeed, to consider
the special needs of nonmajors, one
hopes to overcomea longstandingcriticism that science instruction fails to
consider the individual differences
among such students (Scharmann&
Harty1986;Ronning, McCurdy& Ballinger 1984).

Nonmajors' Biology

Rationale & Course
Evolution

Hans Andersen, a recent president
of National Science TeachersAssociation, proposed a more holistic approach to science teaching in dealing
with the needs of nonmajors
(Andersen 1978).In this approach, he
accuratelyportrays science as a discipline with many dimensions: aesthetic, empirical, futuristic, historical,
philosophicaland technological.Thus,
if we consider nonmajors' "interest
orientation," we can hope to match
such interests to one or more of the
above dimensions. For example, he
suggests that assignment options for a
study of evolution matched to interests might include those in the chart
below:

This paper describes a successful
attempt to design a meaningful, personally relevant and pedagogically
sound general biology program for
nonmajors at Indiana University of
Pennsylvania (IUP). Realizing that a
general biology course may be the last
chance to influence nonmajors' attitudes about science and their environment, as well as instill a more unbiased and informed decision-making
ability, IUP proceeded with the development of a novel general biology
course. The general biology team
abandoned the traditional"simple-tocomplex" sequence (i.e. atomic bonding, molecular structure, macromolecules, the cell, taxonomy, anatomy,

AssignmentOption
-Read a contemporaryarticle on genetic
engineering;
-Report on a study of paintings depicting
evolution;
-Study the biologicaland creationistpositions on evolution; or
-Investigate the Hardy-WeinbergLaw application to population genetics, etc.

StudentInterestOrientation
-Technological
-Aesthetic
-Philosophical
-Empirical
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We are often guilty, as science instructors, of making the assumption
that students share our enthusiasm for
biology. Since we "know" that students inherently share this affection,
we further assume that our students
are interested in learning the complex
and wondrous details of the knowledge we possess. However, it comes
as no great shock to anyone involved
in undergraduateinstructionthat nonmajor undergraduates may not entirely reflect our fervor for biology. In
fact, significant numbers of college
students believe that biology has very
little to do with their personal lives
(Ewing, Campbell & Brown 1987).
The typicalcollegiatescience course,
unfortunately, lends credibility to
such a belief. Larson (1982)alluded to
this by noting that science courses are
often "bogged-down" with specialized jargon, symbols, arithmeticmetaphors and minute details that can
discourage or even "turn-off"nonmajor students. Certainly one approach
to increasing the popularity of a collegiate science course is to reduce the
demand placed upon students for abstractreasoning and quantitativeskill,
while providing reinforcement in the
form of "'easy" grades (Garmon,
Madeley & Lockhart1974).
Should we treat an introductory
nonmajors course differently from a

Transportation
Considerations
A major initial problem was getting
nearly 1200students to the field-based
sites each week. This requiredthe development and maintenance of a system of transportation.This "system"
consists of eight 15-passenger vans,
initially leased and eventually purchased, with cooperation and assistance from each of the major local car
dealerships. Thus, for each of the 50
laboratory sections conducted each
week, as many as six vans convey
students from campus to field and
back. The remaining two vans are
used both for other field-basedcourses
and also to serve as replacements in
case of repairor break down to one or
more of the regularly scheduled six
vans.

Contextual Setting &
Program Implementation
Indiana University of Pennsylvania
(IUP) is an institution of more than
12,000students located on the western
edge of the Allegheny Mountains
northeast of Pittsburgh. Therefore,its
rural setting provides fairly easy access to very diverse ecosystems and
opportunities for field experience.
These ecosystems include: freshwater
streams of varied orders, small lakes
and ponds, oak/hickoryhardwood forest and remnant white pine/hemlock
virgin stands, major rivers and Lake
Erie. In addition, a wealth of environmentally stressed areas exist nearby
(such as those produced by strip- and
deep-coal mining, acid mine drainage,

farm abandonment, gas and oil drilling, and acid rain caused by fossil fuel
power generation.
General biology at IUP is a twosemester, eight-credit course with
three hours of lecture and two hours
of laboratoryper week. Lecture sections consist of groups of 96 to 120
students enrolled in 10 sections. Laboratorysections are small, with a maximum of 24 students enrolled in 48-50
sections. Thus, with the current faculty teaching load at IUP, it is both
common and preferredby team members whenever possible to teach the
same students in lecture and laboratory (i.e. an instructorwith 96 lecture
students would teach those same students in four lab sections). Laboratories are planned and taughtby faculty,
with graduate assistants often incorporated into the program as apprentice instructorsand/or as assistants in
course materials preparation. Undergraduate biology majors also assist in
the set-up and break-downof weekly
laboratories. In addition, laboratory
assistants often drive the second van
to weekly field locations.
The operation of general biology at
IUP is controlledby a team of eight to
10 faculty who regularly lecture and
teach laboratories.The composition of
this team fluctuates moderately, but
remains stable because of a core of
individuals who possess diverse backgrounds, sub-discipline specialties
and a sincere interest in the development, ongoing revision and advancement of the program. Headed by a
director,the team meets bimonthly to
deliberate the concerns of the program. These concerns vary, but typically deal with lecture content and
sequence of topics, selection of a textbook consistent with the goals of the
program, development and scheduling of laboratoryexercises, orderingof
supplies and equipment, individual
student concerns and progress, and
ongoing transportationarrangements
for field-basedactivity.
The sequence consists of two
courses, General Biology I and General Biology II. General Biology I is
offered in the fall semester as well as
during the first half of summer sessions, while General Biology II is offered during the spring term and the
second half of the summer sessions.
Thus, during a given academic year,
the sequence is open for enrollmentto
provide students the opportunity to
complete the courses during a contiguous academicyear.
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Lecture Topics for General
Biology I & 11
The lecture portion of the course
begins with ecologyfor three reasons.
First, it coincides with field-based exercises that must take advantageof the
late summer and early fall weather.
Second, it attempts to reflect a recognition by nonmajors for more familiar
environmental locales. Third, it provides opportunities to examine, in
greater detail, factors that influence
those local environments. Thus, the
first seven weeks of scheduled laboratory time are field-basedexercises and
the remaining six are conducted indoors (obviously, because of more inclement weather). The remainder of
the lecture topics for GeneralBiology I
are more orthodox and traditional:
chemistry-of life; cells-structure,
function, transportand reproduction;
genetics-Mendelian, molecular and
human; and physiology-the major
systems, digestion, respiratory,circulatory, excretoryand endocrine.
The General Biology IIphase of the
course sequence must be preceded by
a passing grade in General Biology I.
The lecturetopics are a continuationof
the material covered in General Biology I. Fourmajorbiologicalthemes are
delineated in General Biology II including: neurobiology and animal behavior;evolution and the origin of life;
asexual and sexual reproductionplants and animals;and embryological
development.

Field-Based & Laboratory
Activities(General Biology I)
The field/laboratory topical sequence for General Biology I is listed
with a brief descriptionin Table 1. All
of the exercises have been written by
members of the General Biology team
and have been published by the Kendall-Hunt Publishing Company:
"General Biology Laboratory Manual." The manual is revised when required, in order to improve existing
exercises and incorporatenewly written ones. Any profits accruedfrom the
sale of the manual are placed in a fund
with the University Foundation and
are utilized exclusively at the discretion of the team to improve the general
biology program.The fund allows the
team the freedom to purchase items
that are difficultto acquirethrough the
universitybudget. The experiencesare
consistent with and complement the
materialbeing presented in lecture.
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physiology, etc.). Instead, the team
curdevised a "familiar-to-unfamiliar"
riculumphilosophy consisting of three
major points.
The first and most important goal
was to retain content integrity, yet
integrate that content with student interests: the environment, the individual, the species and the complex
mechanisms that allow these three to
function, evolve and exist together.
The secondmajorphilosophicalcomponent of the new program was to increase direct student involvement.
Laboratoriesand field exercises were
written by the general biology team,
specific to the local environment, and
designed to maximize students' direct
"hands-on" involvement with natural
biological settings. Finally, the third
prioritywas to conduct at least half of
the laboratoryaspect of the course at
field-based locations.

Laboratory& "Elective"
Experiences(General
Biology1l)
The laboratoryexperiences in General Biology II are of two types: regularly scheduled laboratoriesand special topics "elective" experiences. The
"formal"laboratories,in similar fashion to General Biology I, complement
the materialbeing presented in lecture
(see Table2). These "formal"laboratories consist of six indoor exercises and
a winter field trip. This winter field

trip occurs at a variety of sites, to
provide students with an opportunity
to examine and compare abiotic and
biotic conditions at locations they had
previously seen and were familiar
with, from the fall semester.

ElectiveExperiences
The "elective" program was designed to allow students to become
involved in biologicalactivitiesthat are
of more specific interest to them. The
activities (see Table 3) are both field
and "in-lab" in nature. The elective

experiences vary in length from individual two-hour seminars to all-day
activities;some are even conducted as
entire weekend events. Students are
requiredto enroll and participatein a
minimum of 10 contact hours of elective programactivity.
Eachhour of elective activityis considered equivalent to four points.
Since the "formal"laboratorycomponent of General Biology II comprises
60 percent of a student's laboratory
grade, as a consequence, the "elective" programcontributesthe remain-

Table 1. Laboratoryexercises covered in GeneralBiology I
AnnotatedDescription

Organization;TopographicMaps

This laboratorydevelops skills in the use of the
topographicmaps as it relates to field studies in biology
and the distributionof organisms.
By actually collecting organisms from a given area,
students constructa food web, discuss how each relates to
all the others and develop an appreciationfor the
complexity and interrelationshipsthat exist in nature.
Students demonstratean understanding of the techniques
for estimating the size of biological populations by the
mark and recapturemethod. The Lincoln-Petersen
estimate and calculationof standarderrorare used to
predict the population estimate.
This field activity involves the examinationof a small cold
water stream. The students compare riffles and pools,
contrastphysical and chemicallimiting factors, and collect
and comparecommon stream organisms.
Students are given the opportunity to observe the orderly
sequence of change in habitats over time. Examplesof
both primaryand secondary succession are included.
The objective of this laboratoryis to give students the
opportunity to observe examples of plant and animal cells
and develop the skills necessary to prepare slides and
utilize the microscope.
With the aid of "model" chromosomes, students
experience random assortment during the process of
gamete formationand fertilizationby combining gametes.
Students gain practicein solving basic genetic problems
involving monohybrid, dihybrid, sex-linkageand
incomplete dominance.
Making use of organisms taken from local field sites,
students investigate and quantify variationamong
organisms and variationbetween specimens from different
habitats.
Students monitor pulse rate and blood pressure of their
classmates during varied levels of physical stress.
Using preserved frogs, students become familiarwith the
internal and externalanatomy by dissection and
inspection.
Students collect, on a weekly basis, a set of articles
dealing with biological topics from newspapers and
magazines. They are requiredto select at least one article
for oral presentation to their classmates.

TrophicLevels

Population I and II

StreamEcology

EcologicalSuccession

The Cell

Mendelian Genetics

BiologicalVariation

Human CirculatorySystem
Frog Dissection

ContemporaryBiology
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Topic
LaboratorylField

Table 2. Laboratoryexercises covered in GeneralBiology II
AnnotatedDescription

Organization;Fermentation

With an understandingof the processes of fermentation,
students design and conduct exercises to produce wine,
yogurt and sauerkraut.
This laboratoryis designed to enable the students to
observe the physiological responses animals (i.e., fish)
exhibit when subjected to environmentalchanges.
Students are provided with an opportunity to return to
habitatsthey visited in the fall semester to observe the
variabilityof adaptationsrequiredto survive under
harsh winter conditions.
Students experimentallyillustratethe various principles
of sensory receptors, reflex arcs, and effectorcells and
muscularaction.
In this laboratorystudents present various stimuli to
Betta fish and record and describe the resulting
behavioralresponses.
This laboratoryexposes students to the modes of
reproductionfound in plants, with special emphasis on
Angiosperms. Fruitand flower structureare studied.
Students uncover the principle of divergent evolution
(speciation)by constructinga phylogenetic
representationusing hypothetical "caminalcules".
See text and Table 3.

PhysiologicalEffectsof
Temperature
Winter Field Trip

The Nervous System

Animal Behavior

Plant Reproduction

Evolution

Elective Program

ing 40 percent. Therefore, a student
can receive a maximumof 40 points for
completingthe elective laboratoryprogram.
In order for an individual student to
accumulate40 points, the students select laboratoryofferings consisting of
combinations of two, three or more
hours, that total 10 hours of combined
laboratory activity. Alternatively,
some students obtain all 40 points
through participation in an activity
that requires 10 or more consecutive
hours to complete. The wealth of activity options is delineated in Table3.
Students are provided with a comprehensive listing of elective program
activities (similar to Table 3) several
weeks prior to the completion of the
"formal" laboratory sequence. Because of the high demand for popular
trips (i.e. National Zoo and Smithsonian Museum in Washington, D.C.),
seats must be filled using a lottery
system. Students are requested to indicate their interest in either a 40- or
32-point elective activity by completing a lottery card for one (and only
one) of these high demand offerings.If
a student is, by random selection, chosen for one of these activities,he/she is
guaranteed a space and transportation. Students neither participatingin
nor selected in the lottery still need to
select activity options that total 40

points. In addition, those students selected for a 32-point activity, 24-point
activity, etc., respectively still need 8
points and 16 points to complete their
40-points of enrollment. In either of
these instances, such students must
attend a one-day (Saturday)registration to indicate their personal preferences by signing their name and listing their social securitynumber(proxy
sign-up is not permitted) for only
those elective offerings with available
space. Spaces for non-lottery elective
activity options are filled on a firstcome basis. There are usually 40 to 50
different elective program activities
from which students may make selections to complete their individualized
"elective" programs. These offerings
vary from year to year depending on
the specific interests of the faculty involved and the demand by students
for particularactivities, some having
been offered in previous years.
The "elective"programis extremely
well received by the students, because
it allows them the freedom to design
their own individual program by selecting experiences that they perceive
are of personalrelevanceor that might
seem interesting to learn about. In
addition, without the threatof having
to perform well on an exam or quiz,
most students tend to be more relaxed
about asking questions, attemptingac-
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tivity-specific tasks, or volunteering
answers to questions. Finally, the program is also well received by the faculty involved, because it permits them
opportunities to offer experiences in
their areas of special expertise and to
try out new laboratory exercises or
field experiences. It also allows them
to teach a laboratoryor field exercise
for students who, by their own choice,
are attending that lab/field exercise as
a result of expressed personalinterest.
Points awarded to students participating and completing a specific activity are left to the discretion of the
individual faculty member conducting
the experience;however, any "evaluation" tends to be informal.Points are
reportedto participatingstudents' lecture instructors on an all or nothing
basis. A rationale for this informal
evaluation is simple. The members of
the General Biology team, committed
to attitudinaldevelopment in addition
to assessing achievement, feel that the
elective program should enhance the
development of positive attitudes
toward science through participation
in student-selected experiences with
no assessment of achievement differences among participating students.
Students making reasonable attempts
at performingactivity-specifictasks receive full credit;students abusing this
privilege receive no credit.
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LaboratorylField

Table 3. The Elective ProgramOptions
Option
Number

Title
Field/Laboratory

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Cleveland Zoological Park/SeaWorld'
Cook Forest Natural Areaf
National Zoo and SmithsonianMuseumf
Human Sexualityc
Wildlife ResearchFacilityf
MarineBiology - Wallops Island, VAf
Pollution Controlf/c
Physical RehabilitationCenterf
PittsburghZoof
Simulated Nuclear Power Plantf/c
CarnegieMuseum of Natural Historyf
PittsburghAviaryf
Animal Diversity and Adaptationf

14

ExceptionalChildren and their Training

Points
Awarded

MinimumHours
Required

40
40
40
40
40
40
32
32
32
32
32
28
24

10
10
10
10
10
10
8
8
8
8
8
7
6

20

5

(Pittsburgh Zoo)

15
16
17
18
19

Phipps Conservatory
Microbes:Examinationof Food Utensilsc
Microbesof the Throatc
Microbesof the Skinc
Microbes:Testing of Antiseptics and

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Sun Cliff Nature Hikef
Dinosaurs:Their Lives and Timesf
PhysiologicalResponses to Stress Testingc
Pond Ecologyf
Nature Photographyf/c
Evolution:A History of Controversyc
Creation, Evolution, or Both?c
Sociobiology and BiologicalDeterminismc
Dinosaur Controversiesc
Cave Tripf
Neurobiology in Actionc
Good Blood-BadBlood: How Healthy Is
Your Blood?c
Every BreathYou Take:Human Lung

1

16
16
16
16
16

4
4
4
4
4

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

12

3

12 or 8
8

2-3
2

8
8
8

2
2
2

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Disinfectantsc

32

Functionc

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Fossil Collectingf
BiomedicalEthics, Technology, Society
and Our Biofuturec
Nature Printingc/f
The Age of the Earth:Darwin Was Rightc
The EnvironmentalEffectsof Coal Surface
Mining in Pennsylvaniac
Get to Know Your Eyesc
ClinicalLaboratoryTestingc
Biology of AmphibiansC
Biology of Reptilesc
Environmentsof the Southwestern U.S.c
Man's Impacton Speciesc
StreamEcosystems Impactc
Keystone Power Plant Operation (Coalfired)f

46

Biological Problems in Haitic

8

2

47
48
49
50

Human Geneticsc
Genetic Engineeringc
Nature and BirdingHikef
Fauna of Argentinac

8
8
8
8

2
2
2
2

f=

field-based activity

c= campus-based laboratory/activity
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Programf/c

Summary& Concluding
Comments

Notes
1. The time commitment for an individual faculty member in the
IUP General Biology program is
no different than it is for a more
traditional curricular organization.
2. Institutions without 8-10 faculty
members would not be at a severe disadvantage in attempting
to implement the enhanced cur-
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ricular considerations discussed
in this article. The only potential
limitation might be the diversity
and number of elective program
alternatives; however, fewer
than 8-10 faculty should also be
consistent with fewer than 1,200
students and therefore, a sufficient match between interest-orientations and elective program
alternatives would likely still be
possible.
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The attempt at IUP has been to
create, for the general biology program, a curricularorganizationthat is
centered around a "familiar-to-unfamiliar"theme. Secondly, this thematic
organization is well grounded in cognitive learningtheory as it is applied to
science education (BSCS1987; Harms
& Yager1981;Ausubel 1968).Whereas
memorization of unfamiliar terms often occurs in a curricularorganization
based on a traditional"simple-to-complex" theme, students often learn to
use terms in an applied context in the
"familiar-to-unfamiliar"
theme (Rubin
& Tamir 1988; Lawson 1988; Scharmann & Harty 1986; Andersen 1978;
Kolodiy 1974;Ausubel 1968). The reasoning behind such a statementis simple-if students are presented with
content information that they can immediately relate to prior personal
knowledge and/or past experience,
they are apt to integrate that information with more regularity-rather than
seeing no personal relevance for the
information, learning it by rote memorization for the test and forgetting it.
With respect to the field experiences
and "elective" program as enhanced
curricular options, evidence for the
success of either, comparedwith more
traditionallaboratoryprograms, is indirect. However, through "formal"
student evaluations, "informal" student comments and the continuous
enrollment of nearly 1200 students
each semester, it is obvious that students appreciate the attempt by the
General Biology team to respond to
their interests and concerns.
The General Biology team has gone
to great lengths over the past several
years to ensure that the content integrity of the two-semester sequence of
General Biology is not compromised.
The "elective" program does perhaps
compromise some academicrigor, but
only to a minor extent. Instead, such a
compromise is more than compensated for in the expression of positive
student attitudes toward biology.
And, because the program is ultimately geared for nonmajors, attitude
development is perhaps equal to, if
not more important than, content
achievement. This is especially true if
we expect students to make future
"scientificallyliterate" decisions. Certainly, we would ratherhave students

making informed decisions on the basis of both positive experiences and
positive attitudes toward biology
ratherthan making decisions based on
lackof personalrelevanceand a potentially negative attitude. Indeed, even a
brief scan of the wealth of activities
offered in the "elective" laboratory
program (Table 3) indicates that a
match exists between the activities offered and each of the potential dimensions of "interest-orientation"as they
were defined by Andersen (1978). In
addition, Table 3 also illustrates opportunitiesfor each of the four critical
areas of instruction necessary for enhancing scientific literacy development as delineated by Harms and
Yager (1981).
The General Biology curriculumis
not without its critics, even from faculty within the IUP Biology Department. Several faculty members have
expressed concern for the curricular
organization, stating, "How can you
teach them ecology when they do not
possess the foundational 'building
blocks' of molecularand cellularbiology?" Others have criticizedthe "elective" laboratory program, stating,
"Many students winning lottery seats
only care about getting the 40-points
'out-of-the-way' in one trip" or
"There'sno formal evaluation of students in the 'elective' program."
However, when a criticis invited to
become a member of the GeneralBiology team, that faculty member has
either withdrawn one or more criticisms, or through participationin the
program,becomes one of its strongest
advocates. And, as a final thought,
many membersof the GeneralBiology
team have overheard biology majors,
who are restricted from taking the
courses, make the comment, "Why
don't we ever get to do the 'interesting, worthwhile and practical'things
that the nonmajors get to do in General Biology I & II?"

